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Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of the The Mogul TV

Channel family.  This channel was created to bring together global culture on the

BIG SCREEN.  We are excited to see the already growing popularity behind the

mission of this channel and can't wait to see it encompass the world!

What is The Mogul TV Channel?
It is a streaming TV platform that allows people from all over the world to share

vital messages to help uplift, educate and entertain people from all walks of life. 

Being a Mogul is a mindset.  It requires that you elevate not only your thinking,

but your giving, living and doing to a different level.  

Being a Mogul is not about the title.  Anyone can give themselves a title; however,

many don't walk the walk because they are too afraid to put in the work required

to obtain the desired results.

Being a Mogul is not about popularity.  Don't seek fame; seek change.  When you

operate in your purpose with passion, recognition will follow.

Being a Mogul is a lifestyle.  Elevate your mind.  Elevate your health.  Elevate

your way of doing.  Live in excellence.  Live in abundance.  Live a lifestyle of luxe!

What is the mission of The Mogul TV Channel?
The Mogul TV Channel's mission is to create platforms for women, men and

families with a purpose and passion: to celebrate life, to educate, inspire and

entertain, empowering viewers around the world to live their lives on purpose,

and by doing so, lift the lives of those around them in ever-widening circles.

As you move forth with The Mogul TV Channel, you are moving forth with the

intention of bringing a positive change in the world.
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Beauty/Hair/Fashion

Business (biz development, etc.)

Coaching (personal development, etc.)

DIY/Food/Crafts

Family (History/Genealogy)

Finance (wealth creation, etc.)

Music Show (24/7 music & videos)

Parenting

Real Talk

Relationships/Marriage

Religion

Travel

The Mogul TV Channel is the newest channel on the Exposure Network TV app.

We are set up to stream on the Amazon Firestick, Roku, Apple TV and any Apple

and Android devices.  Our current reach also includes the Samsung and Sony

SmartTVs, as well as, the Xbox gaming system.  With a plan to tap into the cable

TV market, the possibilities for your show being on major platforms across the

world just became REAL!  The network has a current reach of over 200 million

households.

If you've ever had the dream of one day being on TV, now is the time!  It is time

to tap into the streaming market, just as Netflix, Hulu and so many others

streaming applications do.  The Mogul TV Channel has broken down the barrier

to entry to allow people just like you with an amazing message to share to join an

ever-growing platform of online streaming television.  Exciting times are ahead!

The Mogul TV Channel has a variety of categories to fit a host of shows, offering

the ultimate version of diversity at its best!

Categories:

What kind of show are you seeking to bring forth?
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The investment to join The Mogul TV Channel

With every opportunity that is worth its weight in gold, there is an investment. 

Beginning in January 2021, the investment have a show with The Mogul Channel

to $399/month.

There are two contracts:  

6-month contract at the monthly rate

Yearly contract at a discounted annual rate

All monthly payments must be made on or before the third day of each new

month.  Any payment not made by the third of the month will be suspended until

payment is made.  If payment is not made by the fifteenth of the month, the

channel owner has the discretion to cancel the show without further warning,

request or communication.
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Each show host must have a show icon graphic created for their show - name of

show, picture - that will be used as their show's icon on the streaming apps

Four (4) weekly shows (30-minute maximum)* 

24/7 Marketing due to TV Channel PR strategy

Cross-Promotion from within The Mogul TV Channel family

Global Connections as there are hosts from all over the world Africa, UK, US, 

 India, Canada and more...

Exclusive opportunities for channel events (priority rights to be a sponsor or

vendor of Mogul TV Channel events; fee associated)

Make money (ads placement and referrals, discussed below)

Each show on The Mogul TV Channel will receive the Black Mogul Box (Items

discussed below)

Business listing in the Mogul Media Business Directory for the length of contract

The benefits of joining The Mogul TV Channel

       (For months with 5 weeks, the show producer will get the benefit of a free week)
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Make Money when you join The Mogul TV Channel

Each show producer has an opportunity to make money with each episode they

submit and will receive a one-on-one chat with channel owner to discuss their

show's avatar, as well as, create a strategy on how to secure funding for your

show's episodes.

Also, starting January 2021, each show owner can receive payment of $100 for

every show they refer that comes on board and joins The Mogul TV Channel with

a minimum 6-month contract.



Each show producer will be required to submit a formal application for their

show, outlining show's name and mission to ensure we do not have duplicate

or closely-related shows on the same day

Each show must have a professional background that relates to the show’s

title, mission and/or vision 

Each show producer shall always have a professional appearance on screen

and ensure their guests do, as well, unless it is for special effects or to bring

light to a cause/mission

Each show producer must agree to not use consistent vulgar language in their

recordings

Each show must have a 10 to 30-second intro (Mogul Media can help with the

creation; fee associated)

Each show producer must provide a high quality .mp4 that does not exceed

30:00 minutes

Each show producer will be provided with a designated weekly time slot and

will be provided with important information on uploading requirements

Each show producer is responsible for uploading each new weekly episode at

least 72 hours before the new episode is set to air

Each show producer is responsible for securing sponsorship for their own

shows

Each show producer ensures that their actions and behaviors in public are

representative of The Mogul TV Channel, even when not recording

The show requirements to join The Mogul TV Channel

            If a weekly episode is not uploaded on time (by the time designated in the 

            contract), the show may miss an opportunity to air that week and will be 

            rescheduled for the following week

            If, for some reason, it is documented and shown that actions and behaviors 

            of show producers are not in alignment with the mission and excellence of 

            The Mogul TV Channel, the TV channel owner has the right to 

            discontinue the contracted show with said producer with no return of 

            contract fees.
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The Contract

 

Under this Agreement (the "Agreement"), Mogul Media, LLC (the "Channel Owner")

grants to the user (the "Show Producer") a non-exclusive and non-transferable show

production (the "Show") to broadcast using The Mogul TV Channel (the "TV

Channel").

Title, copyright, intellectual property rights, and distribution rights of the The Mogul

TV Channel remain exclusively with the Channel Owner. Intellectual property rights

include the look and feel of the TV Channel.  This Agreement constitutes an agreement

for use only and is not in any way a transfer of ownership rights to The Mogul TV

Channel.

The rights and obligations of this Agreement are rights granted to the Show Producer

only.  The Show Producer may not transfer or assign any of the rights or obligations

granted under this Agreement to any other person or legal entity.  The Show Producer

may not make available The Mogul TV Channel for use by one or more third

parties.

The Mogul TV Channel platform nor logo may not be modified, reverse-engineered, or

de-compiled in any manner through current or future available technologies.

Failure to comply with any of the terms will be considered a material breach of this

Agreement.

Show Production Fee

TV Channel show developed for the rate of $399.00/month, beginning

_________________, 2021.  This is a monthly recurring charge. Accounts past due by

3 business days will be terminated and all payments collected will be forfeited [all

charges are non-refundable].

Limitation of Liability

The TV Channel will not be liable for any general, special, incidental or consequential

damages including, but not limited to, loss of production, loss of profits, loss of

revenue, loss of data, or any other business or economic disadvantage suffered by the

Show Producer arising out of the failure to properly market their show.



The TV Channel makes no warranty expressed or implied regarding the fitness of the

APP for a particular purpose or that the APP will be suitable or appropriate for the

specific requirements of the Show Producer.

The TV Channel does not warrant that use of the APP will be uninterrupted or error-

free. The Show Producer accepts that APP in general is prone to bugs and flaws within

an acceptable level as determined in the industry.

Warrants and Representations

The TV Channel warrants and represents that granting the show producer the right to

produce a show on the TV Channel is not in violation of any other agreement,

copyright, or applicable statute.

Acceptance

All terms, conditions, and obligations of this Agreement will be deemed to be accepted

by the Show Producer.

User Support

The Show Producer will be entitled to daily of Email Support (only) available 9:00

AM to 5:00 PM Eastern Standard Time, Weekdays Only.

Term

The term of this Agreement will begin on acceptance and signage and is perpetual.

Termination

This Agreement will be terminated where the Show Producer has failed to comply with

any of the terms of this Agreement or is in breach of this Agreement.

Force Majeure

The TV Channel will be free of liability to the Show Producer where the TV Channel

is prevented from executing its obligations under this Agreement in whole or in part

due to Force Majeure, such as earthquake, typhoon, flood, fire, and war or any other

unforeseen and uncontrollable event where the TV Channel has taken any and all

appropriate action to mitigate such an event.



Additional Clauses

All account(s) past due will be subjected to termination.  If your show has been

cancelled, due to nonpayment of the monthly fee, there will be a required three (3)

months up-front payment to reactivate your show on The Mogul Channel.

All videos transmitted for the purpose of publishing on The Mogul TV Channel must

be in MP4 format.  All video content transmitted for the purpose of publishing must be

submitted in your designated custom show drive with 72 hours of publishing date.

Publishing content to the network can take up to 48hrs.  Content sent using any other

method will not be accepted.

Advertisement(s) and sponsoring supporters secured by show producer(s) are not the

responsibility and/or the representation of Mogul Media, LLC and/or The Mogul TV

Channel and/or its staff members.

Advertisement & Sponsored Support Consideration Terms and Conditions: 

All proceeds earned from advertisers and/or sponsors and/or terms administered and

agreed upon by associated parties should be maintained by the show producer.  The

TV Channel is not responsible for any arrangements between (1) Show Producer

and/or their advertisers and/or sponsors.  As a result, 100% of all earnings collected

from advertisement and/or sponsorship will be held in the trust of the show

producer(s).

Marketing provided by Mogul Media, LLC is not retained with any show. Mogul

Media’s marketing rates are an additional fee(s) and/or cost not associated with any

payments made to the TV Channel.

Governing Law

The Parties to this Agreement submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of

Virginia (USA) for the enforcement of this Agreement or any arbitration award or

decision arising from this Agreement.  This Agreement will be enforced or construed

according to the laws of the State of Virginia (USA).



Miscellaneous

This Agreement can only be modified in writing signed by both the TV Channel and

the Show Producer.

This Agreement does not create nor imply any relationship in agency or partnership

between the TV Channel and the Show Producer.

Headings are inserted for the convenience of the parties only and are not to be

considered when interpreting this Agreement.  Words in the singular mean

and include the plural and vice versa.  Words in the masculine gender include the

feminine gender and vice versa.  Words in the neutral gender include the

masculine gender and the feminine gender and vice versa.

If any term, covenant, condition or provision of this Agreement is held by a court of

competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable, it is the parties' intent that

such provision be reduced in scope by the court only to the extent deemed necessary

by that court to render the provision reasonable and enforceable and the remainder of

the provisions of this Agreement will in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated

as a result.

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties.  All

understandings have been included in this Agreement.  Representations which may

have been made by any party to this Agreement may in some way be inconsistent with

this final written Agreement.  All such statements are declared to be of no value in this

Agreement.  Only the written terms of this Agreement will bind the parties.

This Agreement and the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement apply to and

are binding upon the TV Channel's successors and assigns.

Notices

All notices to the TV Channel under this Agreement are to be provided at the

following email address: Mogul Media, LLC via email at

Info@TheMogulChannel.com



_________________________________________

SHOW PROUCER NAME PRINT

_________________________________________

SHOW PRODUCER NAME SIGNED

_________________________________________

DATE

_________________________________________

TV CHANNEL OWNER NAME PRINT

_________________________________________

TV CHANNEL OWNER NAME SIGNED

_________________________________________

DATE


